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It is well known that if G is an affine algebraic group defined over a field k 
of characteristic zero, then the identity of G is a non-singular point. The 
usual proof is that G has some non-singular point g. Translating by g-1 shows 
that the identity must be non-singular. We show that if the characteristic 
is zero and G is an afhne algebraic monoid-group without inverses, such as 
M(n, K) the rz x n-matrix monoid under multiplication-then the identity 
of G is non-singular. When G does have inverses we easily deduce that A the 
coordinate ring of G is reduced. 
In Affine Hopf Algebras I we introduced 5P the ring of invariant differential 
operators on A. 2 is a cocommutative connected Hopf algebra which is 
sometimes called the “hyperalgebra” of the algebraic monoid. The algebra g* 
which is the linear dual to 53 is algebra isomorphic to A the completion of the 
local ring at the identity of G. Thus the coalgebra structure of 53 is of basic 
interest. 
We show that when the characteristic is zero 9 is coalgebra isomorphic 
to B(U) a certain coalgebra of “divided powers.” B(U) has a well determined 
coalgebra structure. (Actually 9 is the universal enveloping algebra of P(s) 
its Lie algebra of primitive elements which is the Lie algebra of G. We do not 
reprove this result of Kostant which has appeared elsewhere.) 
Primarily this paper is concerned with studying the coalgebra structure 
of 9 when the characteristic isp > 0. Results for characteristic zero have been 
included when they easily “fell out” of the general theory. The first section of 
the paper develops the V map for cocommutative coalgebras. This is a 
I/plinear map which is dual to the Frobenius (p-power) map. If C is a 
cocommutativc coalgebra then V is a map from C to C ok kl/P. V commutes 
with coalgebra maps and has all the properties one would expect from its 
being dual to the Frobenius map. 
In Section 2 we study a general cocommutative connected bialgebra 9. 
For any such 9 there is a vector space 77 and an injective coalgebra map 
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q~ : 3 -+ B(U). We get at the coalgehra structure of 9 through the coalgebra 
structure of Im 9. This is made easier by the convenient basis of 3(U). 
The main result is that 9 G B(U) as coalgebras if and only if 
Y‘ : $2 --+ 9 $& F/p is surjcctive. Other equivalent conditions are that 
HomRrlp@ & P/p, P/r’) is a domain; Homkli,(B ol, kl/p, @/P) is reduced; 
each primitive clement of 9 lies in an infinite sequence of divided powers. 
If U has finite dimension n then B(U)* is a power-series ring in n variables 
over k. 
In the third section we let 9 be the hyperalgebra of an affinc algebraic 
monoid. ‘Cte show that 9 “commutes” with field extension and that a is a 
power-series ring if and only if 2% g B(U) as coalgebras. We prove the initial 
remarks about affine algebraic monoids in characteristic zero. When the 
characteristic is greater than zero we give four conditions equivalent to A 
being a power-series ring over k. We show that these conditions are satisfied 
when A is “absolutely” reduced. Conversely WC show that if G is a group 
then a being a power-series ring over k implies that A is absolutely reduced. 
This paper is a continuation of Affinc Hopf AIgcbras I. That is why it 
begins with Chapter 4. A citation “(x *y * x)” can be found in AEine Hopf 
Algebras I whenever x < 3. 
Let X be a vector space over k and G, the symmetric group on n-letters. 
Consider 0” X as an G,-module by setting 
u(xl @ .A. @ x,) zk Xl0 @ .-. gl x,, ) 
for u E 3,. YnX the symmetric tensors in @ X equals 
ly~&Xln*y =yforall0t6,[. 
We let S-X denote the nth symmetric power of X. This is preciseIy the nth 
graded component of the symmetric algebra, We use c and n to denote the 
natural inclusion and projection 
If L is a field extension of k we can form X @&L the scalar extension of X 
to L. The symmetric algebra S,(X 5&L) over L of X @J1, L is naturally 
isomorphic to (SX) ($&L as a graded L-algebra. SX is the symmetric algebra 
of X over k. WC freely identify (SX) (5Jk L and S,(X &L) and we identify 
the nth graded component (9X) Ok L with S,“(X Ok L). 
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Let h denote an algebraic closure of k and let /9/P denote {A E k i A” E k). 
When the characteristic of K isp > 0 then K*;P is the maximal exponent one 
purely inseparable extension of k. I f  A is an algebra over W WC may 
consider A as an algebra over h since K C Arip. Let iI denote (& E A 1 a E A). 
I f  A is commutative then A(p) . 1s a k subalgebra of A. If  A happens to be 
(SX) @)k P/J it has the K subalgebra SX and [(KY) & kllp](p) C SX as a 
subalgebra. 
Let F : X 13,~ kllp -P 3X be defined by y  : + yp. Then F is an injective 
p-linear map. 
4.1.1. THEOREM. Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0 and X is a cector 
space over k. 
(a) There is a l/p-linear map V : .5/‘J’x+ X $&. kiln making the 
following diagram commute 
(b) For any y  E .YpX, the element V(y) E X $+k kllp is the unique 
element in X Ok kllp with r~(y) _- F(V(y)). 
Proof. (b) Suppose V exists making the diagram commute. The injectivitp 
ofF guarantees V(y) is the unique clement of X ol, klil’ with x6(y) =:- F[ V(y)] 
for any y  E YBX. 
(a) Let B be a basis for X and let P =z (l,...,p). For f E BP i.e. 
f : P -+ B, let (f) 7 f (1) @ ... @f(p) E 6” X. Totally order B and call 





!E@]X y  = cr.(f)forsomeoEG i “!’ 
By Sym(f) we denote 
zj(y E OWf 1). 
The following results are standard or easy to prove: 
1. {(f) j f E BP} is a basis for @P X. 
2. For f E BP the cardinality of Orb(f) is divisible by p if f is not 
constant and the cardinality of Orb(f) is one if f is constant, i.c., 
f(1) = f(2) = *.* = f(p). 
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3. For any f E BP there is a unique ordered g E BP with (g) E Orb(f). 
4. {Sym(f) 1 f 6 BP and f is ordered} is a basis for YPX. 
Define V: 9’X-+X@,k l/p to be the l/p-linear map determined by 
V(Sym(f)) = 0 if f is ordered and f is not constant; V(Sym(f)) = f (1) @ 1 
if f is ordered and f is constant. Since V is l/p-linear and F is p-linear it 
follows that FV is linear. Thus to prove that the diagram commutes it suffices 
to check on a basis for YDX. 
ForfeBpaconstantfunctionSym(f) =f(l)@*..@f(p) =f(l)@*** 
@f(l) and pb(Sym(f)) = f(l)” = F(f(1) @ 1) = F(V(Sym(f)). Forf EBP 
ordered but not constant let Orb(f) = (gr),..., (gw) with {g,} C BP. Clearly 
v(gJ zzrz...= 7r( g,r) so that Pb(SymCf)) = prr( g,) = 0 = F(0) = FV(Sym(f)). 
This concludes the proof. 
4.1.2. COROLLARY TO THE PROOF. Visgiven exphcitb by 
0 if f is not constant 
v(Sym(f )) = 1 f (1) @ 1 if f is constant, 
for ordered f E BP. 
Suppose both X and Y are vector spaces over k and G : X + Y is a linear 
map. G induces G @ I : X OK kllp -+ Y alc kl!p and on G : on X -+ 0” Y. 
We define PG as the unique linear map making commute 
9’“G exists because @“G(Y”X) C Y*Y. 
4.1.3. Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0 and G : X * Y is a linear 
map, then the following diagram commutes: 
1 Vr 
x gr kW = Y On kl!p. 
Proof. G : X -+ Y induces a graded algebra map SG : SX + SY. We 
denote by S*G the restriction SG ! S”X : S”X -+ S”Y. Then S’G = G. 
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This implies that 
Fy(G @I) V, = FyVy(9’pG). 
Since F, is injective we have that (G 81) V, = F’r(YPG)which proves the 
proposition. 
Suppose X and Y are vector spaces over K. We have the linear isomorphism 
cY”:(&x)@(&Y)5&x@Y) 
x1 @ *.* @ x, @yl $J ... @yn -•t x1 @yl @ ..* ox, @y, . 
We define 8” as the unique linear map making commute 





/P exists because L?[(PX) @ (9’“Y)] C Y”(X @ Y). 
4.1.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0 and X and Y 
are vector spaces over k. Then 
(.YPX) @k (9-Y) J-2 Y-(X Ok Y) 
1 vx BVY I VX.@Y 
(X @ kllp) @k’,9 (Y @ kllp) % X 0, Y 0, kllp 
is a commutative diagram. (We explain below why Vx @ T/, is well defined.) 
Proof. The map 
(9-X) x (9-Y) -+ (X 0, k’/p) @kl;D (Y 0, k-) 
wxw!+V&J)@v,((w) 
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is biadditive and balanced [ 1, p. 741. Thus there exists a unique (I/p-linear) 
map V, @ Vy : (9*X) Gk (Y*Y) -+ (X ok kl!*) OkliP (Y Ok kll*) given 
by x zi @ wi --+ C V,(V,) C?J Vr(w& Similarly there is a unique p-linear 
map Fx 0 I;, : (X ol, kl@) @QIzlip (Y Ok kl/p) + 9X ale SPY given by 
2 ui @ xi -+ C Fx(ui) 3 F&J. Although Fx is not linear it is p-linear and 
one can easily verify that I$ being injective is equivalent to F, carrying 
kll”-linearly independent sets in X (2~~ kl@ to k-linearly independent sets in 
9X. Similarly for FY . Thus Fx @ Fr carries kll”-linearly independent sets 
in (X Ok kl/p) @x-r!P (Y aI, kl:P) to k-linearly independent sets in 
SPX ol; SPY and Fx @fir is injective. 
The composite 
&J (X (zJk Y) -e ((g x) $j)>,, ($J Y) 3 (9X) @jr (SPY) 
k k k 
is a symmetric function on (2~5 (X @& Y), so factors through S@(X ok Y). 
This gives the map 
y* : SP(X gk Y) -+ (SPX) @k (SPY) 
(Jcl OY,)(% OYZ) ... (x, @Yy,) + (%% **- %> 0 (YlY2 *-Y,> 
which makes commute: 
I 
TX :r:T y )%@Y 
(SJJX) Ok (9 Y) _yP S”(X Ok Y). 
Thus in the block diagram all faces other than the front square commute: 
iYp 
:F?; Xl Qk cm; Y) - -0; ixcD,w 
A I 4 I 
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This implies that 
Since Fx OF, is inject& we have that the front square commutes. Then 
the front square commutes with the isomorphism at the bottom replaced by 
its inverse isomorphism and we are done. 
Let C be a cocommutative coaigebra and A.-, : C --f 3)“ C be iterated 
diagonalization. Since C is cocommutative Im A.-1 C .PC. \Ve let an-, 
denote A,-, with its image restricted to ..Y’“C. 
hF1NITION. I f  the characteristic of k is p > 0 and C is a cocommutative 
coalgebra over k we define V : C -* C Ok P/p as the 1 j p-linear map which 
is the composite: 
4.1.5. PROPOSITION. Let C and D be cocommutative coalgebras over k, 
G : C + D a coalgebra map and assume the characteristic of k is p > 0. 
(a) The following diagram commutes: 
(b) If C 6Jc D has the tensor product coalgebra structure then the diagram 
c CT D 
yc@D/ iJ \ricg,vD 
(C .$$A. D) 0, k’/p Z-- (C 0, kl:‘n) 6JkliP (D 0, k’:‘j’) 
commutes. (We explain below why Vc @ YD is well defined.) 
(c) If C 0 D has the direct sum coalgebra structure then the diagram 
c 0 II 
commutes. 
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Proof. (a) Since G is a coalgebra map we have that dn+i~G = 
(0” G) &-i) . Thus dD(D-,jG = (9’%‘G)6c(Pp_l) and 
%,G = V&,c,,,G = W~pG)&(p-~) 
= (G 0 4 ~c&c~-~, (by 4.1.3) 
= (G@Z)Vc. 
(b) ThemapC x D -+ (C ok kllp) &,, (D ok kllp) given by c x dt+ 
V=(c) @ F-n(d) is biadditive and balanced, [I, p. 741. Thus there exists a 
unique (l/p-linear) map Vc @ Vn : C @ D -+ (C ay kllp) &,,p (D Ok k*lp) 
where x ci $$ d, I-+ x Vc(c,) @ %$(d,). In the diagram below the top triangle 
commutes because C @ D has the tensor product coalgebra structure and the 
trapezoid commutes by 4.1.4. 




C 0, D 0, k’l’ A (C 0, RQ) Qllp (D 0, kllp), 
Thus the outer triangle commutes. The left leg is Vceo and the right leg 
is 9% @ -yD proving (b). 
(c) Since C k C @ D, c t-+ (c, 0) is a coalgebra map, (a) implies that 
C ---L C@D 
PC 1 I fcfp 
C Be P/p % (C @ D) ax kllp 
is commutative. Identifying (C @ D) OK kllP with (C Ok kl/P) @ (D OK kl/P) 
makes h @ Z correspond to c H (c, 0). Similarly for D and 9$ . This with the 
additivity of V&, gives (c). Q.E.D. 
The next proposition shows that Y respects the coalgebra structure as 
well as possible additional structure. 
4. i .6. PROPOSITION. Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0 and C is a 
cocommutative coalgebra. 
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*~@~rl/~ (C 0, k”j”) @Gk~!’ (C 0, k”p) 
commutes. 
(b) Yk : k-F kllp is the map 7 -+ rl/P for all 7 E k. 
(c) The diagram 
commutes. 
(d) If C is a bialgebra and C Ok kllp has the scalar extension kllp- 




(C 0, k? &,n (C 0, k’:“) w C 0, kl;P 
and 
k A, C 
Yk 1 1 -yC 
Wgp’IP 
kllp A C Ok kl/” 
commute. 
(e) If C is a Hopf algebra and C @ kllp has the scalar extension Hopf 
algebra structure then the diagram 
C s ---, C 
I YC+ 1 ^TC 
c Ok kl:p Sc3)lrlrl,y + C on: kllp 
commutes. 
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Proof. (a), (c), (d) and (e) follow from (4.1.5, a, b) and the fact that 
E, A, p, 7, S are coalgcbra morphisms. (A, S arc coalgebra morphisms because 
C is cocommutativc.) 
(b) The spaces Y%, @p /z and S% are all naturally isomorphic to K and 
the maps .Y+I: -% 0” K, 0” K -% 9% correspond to the identity map. The 
map P/P .= k $& kl/p 5 Spk = k is just the pth power map. Thus 
k - .V’k % k ok: kllp = kl/P must be the pth-root map if 
is to commute. A,-, : k--t 9°K = k is just the 
composite Vfi 
identity map and so the 
k ‘-‘D-*~+ k p-root-v -, k*!P 
is the p-root map. Q.E.D. 
Suppose A is a commutative algebra over kllP. Let .F : A -+ A(p) be the 
map n w ap. Consider C C C $& kllp via the inclusion c -+ c @ 1. 
4.1.7. THEOREM. Let A be a commutative kliP-algebra and 
jc Hom,&C 0, kl:p, A) 
where C is a cocommutative coalgebra over k. 
(a) j*‘(c) .= 3{j[V(c)]} j or a II c E C. Here jp denotes the product off 
with itseljp-times in the k’lp-algebra HomklIP(C &. klfp, A). 
(b) Suppose A = kllp and B is a subset of HomkIIP(C ,$& k*IB, klIP) 
which is dense in the sense that if 0 f  x E C #SIC klJp then there is Jo B with 
j(x) # 0. For any c E C, Y(c) is the unique element in C Ok klfp such that 
f”(c) == .F{j[T(c)]} for auf E B. 
Proof. To begin we consider C as a vector space and take SC the sym- 
metric algebra on C over k. Form (SC) @& kllp the scalar extension of SC 
to kl/p which we identify with S,I:,(C Ok kllp) the symmetric algebra on 
C Ok kllrJ over /zlip. Let p E Hom,l,, (C Or kllp, (SC) Ok kllp) be the natural 
identification of C Ok k’;P with the first graded component (S’C (2~~ RI/p) of 
(SC) Or kl/P. We shall show that for any c E C, V(c) is the unique element 
in C & kllp where p”(c) = 9((p(V(c))). 
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Qne can easily check that p”(c) is the image of c under the composite 
C dp-.1_ .V’C x* SC C SC 62~~ kllP. By (4.1 .I) Y(c) .= V d,._,(c) is 
the unique element of C ,& kl/n with .F{p[V(c)]} :- FV(d,-,(c)) = 
m(d,&)) = p”(c). 
(a) Given f E HomkljP (C Ok kl/P, A) it induces a unique algebra map 
f  : (SC &, kl/P) -+ A where JI (C Ok kllp) = f. By the remarks at the 
beginning of Section 1.5, we see that 
Horn k,;,,(C 0 kl!TJ, (SC) 0,; kl/p) 5 Homkl;n(C 0, klij’, A) 
‘Y -- fr 
is an algebra map. Clearly p)(p) =-: f  and since v  is an algebra map 
p)(p) ;.: q(p)” :-= f”; i.e., fpr’ = f p. 
Thus for each c E C 
f”(C) = j@(c) = jF(p(^y(c))). 
Since 9 is thepth power map it commutes with the algebra homomorphismf 
and the right hand side is equal to 
.wPcvc)N = ~(fPw)>. 
This proves (a). 
(b) We know by (a) that for c E C and anyfE Homl;llY(C ,&. k’l”, klJP) 
f”(C) =. *qf(v(c))). 
Suppose x E C &. kllp and for all f E B 
f”(C) =-= .F(f (x)). 
Then 
Wf Y(c))) = *(f(x)) 
for all f  E B. If  V(c) #. x there is f  E R with f(V(c)) # f(x) by the density 
of B. Since raising to the pth-power is injective in a field, .F(f(Y’“(c)) f  
S(f (x)). Thus x must be equal to V+(c). 
4.1.8. COROLLARY. If A f {O> then fur any c E C, Y(c) is the unique 
element in C $& kllp such that 
for all f E Homkl,g(C 0, kllp, A). 
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Proof. Since .;I $: (01, kllliL .+I is injective and induces an algebra 
injection Homl,l;,(C & kllp, k*;D) 4 Hom(C & P/P, A) which we take for 
an identification. By (b) of the theorem the corollary is true even 
if we limit the maps to lie in the subalgebra Hom,<r,,(C (& kllP, k*‘n) 
of Homlrl,P(C <<mk P/Y, A). QED. 
We recall that a (possibly infinite) sequence of elements {c,, , cr ,...} in a 
coalgebra C is called a sequence of divided pozcers if c, :/ 0 and for each c, in 
the sequence 
O(c,,) = i ci 0 C&i . 
i=O 
I f  the scqucnce is finite and consists of {co ,..., c,) it is called an n-sequence of 
divided powers. If  the sequence is infinite it is called an co-sequence of divided 
powers. 
4.1.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose C is a cocommutative coalgebra, the charac- 
terlstic of k is p > 0 and {ci} is an M-sequence of divided powers contained in C, 
0 .< M E Z or .M = CC. Then for each c, in the sequence 
Y&J = j” if p;rn 
(c,,:,, 0 1 if pin 
P~ooj. Given an integer n let V be a vector space over k with basis 
{ql , Zl ,.*a> u,}. V has a cocommutative coalgebra structure determined by 
Ll(Wj) = i Oi @ vJ-i > j :- 0, I,..., n, 
i=O 
l (cj) = 6~,0 9 j = 0, I)..., n. 
Consider Horn,, iv( V Ok k ~J’P, kl/P). As an algebra this is naturally isomorphic 
to klIfl[X]/.<Xn+l). I f  xi dcnotcs the cosct of X2 then .I+ corresponds to the 
ktlp-linear map 
c/’ &. k’l” + ,Q”y 
vL’, 3 A -* X6,,, r = O,..., n. 
Thus if n = pr and ~~Ao ,+.x~ E k[XJ/(X”+‘) then 
( 1 
t A$ p (7&) = h,P = F(h,) = = 9 
i-0 
((i. w) (vr 0 1)). 
I f  p r n then 
( 1 ;“A# p (v,) = 0 = F(0). 
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Thus 
Since v -+ C, z’~ -+ ci , i = 0 ,..., n is a coalgebra map, we are done by 
4.1.5(a). QED. 
4.2. Birkhofl-Witt bialgebras 
In this section we utilize the coalgebra B(U) on a vector space U. For 
details see [4, pages 261-2711. B(G) is a graded cocommutative Hopf algebra 
where B(U)(O) = k and B(U)(l) :: U. We let x : B(U) -* U be the natural 
projection onto the first graded component. B(U) is characterized by the 
following universal property: if C is any cocommutative connected coalgebra, 
C-- = Ker cc and f : C+ ---t U is a linear map then there is a unique coalgcbra 
map F : C -+ R( 7,‘) with TF =;: f .  
Let W =. (0, 1, 2 ,... } and let X be a basis for U. Let Nix) = (f : X -+ N 1 f
has finite support, i.e., j(x) = 0 for almost all x E x>. 
For f E N!X) let 1 j 1 = CZcx f (x). For f, g E Wx) let f -+ g E Wx) be defined 
by (j $- g)(x) = f(x) + g(r) for x E X. Let (‘,) = &,, ($$ where (z) = 0 
if b > a. Since almost all of the terms in the product are (z) which equals 
1, (3 makes sense. 
It is shown in [4, p. 2701 that B(U) has a basis consisting of elements 
(q,) ( j E N(x)} where 
4ucnl r-:2 c %7) 0 %I) , g-q&-f 
+w) = *,JJ 9 (0 denotes the constant function zero) 
W% =: 
f -I- R 
( ) f 
%td > 
the unit is ulo) . 
Moreover the nth graded component B(U)(n) has a basis consisting 
of {uc,) 1 jc Wx) and 1 j 1 = n}. 
For n E N and f E N(x) let nf e A 7~ be defined by (nf)(x) q = n(f(x)) 
for all x E X. 
For f E N(X) and n E N we write n If if there is g E N(z) with j = ng. 
Then n if if and only if n /f(x) for each x E X. If it is not true that n ) f 
we write n f f. 
For Jo Ncx) we let 
&/16/2-Q* 
supp f = {x E x ; j(x) f O} 
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and for x E X we let S, E Ncx) be defined by 
‘+dy) = (y 
if y#x 
if y -- x 
for ally E X. Then u(~~) corresponds to x E XC U = B( U)( 1). 
4.2.1. PROPOSITION. (a) For f, g E N(X) with Suppf n Supp g = @ we 
&se wu(,t = w+g) . 
(b) For f E N(X), f can be written “uniquely” in the form 
fm ~07ne (A$ C X and for each i, ni E N. 
if pjf and f=pg, 
Proof. (a) follows from the multiplication formula. The first part of(b) is 
obvious and the second part of (b) follows from (a). (c) Observe that for any 
xE x, i"t08~ % %8,) t u6Z8~ F*) is an oo-sequence of divided powers in 3(U). 
Thus 
if pin, 
by (4.1.9). By (4.1.6, d) and the second part of (b) above we are done. 
B(U) is a graded coalgebra in the sense of [4, p. 2281. If B(U) is given the 
filtration determined by 
B(U), = &B(U)(i) 
i=O 
then this filtration coincides with the filtration defined at the beginning of 
Section 3.2, [4, (11.2.1)]. If C is a cocommutative connected coalgebra then 
the filtration on C defined in the beginning of Section 3.2 is called the 
coradical~ltration. 
Suppose C is a subcoalgebra of B(U). It follows from (3.2.1, b) that the 
coradical filtration on C is induced by that on B(U), i.e., C, = C I? B(U), . 
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DEFINITIOK. A coalgebra C C B(U) is called a pseudosubbialgebra if there 
is a cocommutative connected bialgebra H and an injective coalgebra map 
+:fi+B(U)withC=Im+ 
4.2.2. PROPOSITIOX. Suppose C is pseudosub-bialgebra of B(U), c E C, and 
d E C,,, . 
(a) There is e E C,,, where 
e - cd E B(U),+,-, . 
(b) If the characteristic of K is p > 0 and Y(c) = 0 then e (as above) 
may be chosen with V(e) = 0. 
Proof. Let H be a cocommutative connected bialgebra with 9 : H -+ B(U) 
an injective coalgebra map having Im $ = C. Then $ is a coalgebra iso- 
morphism between H and C and 1c, ) H, : Hi -+ Ci is a coalgebra isomorphism 
for each i. Choose x E H, and y E H, with #(x) = c and #(y) = d. Let 
e -= #(xy). By [4, pages 240-2411 
gr#:grH-+grB(U) 
is a bialgebra map and thus 
$@Y) - tcI(4 $YY> E wJ)n+m--I * 
This proves (a). 
If the characteristic of K is p > 0 then by (4.1.5, a) 
0 = v-(c) = Vi)(x) = (y!J 0 Z) v&x). 
Since # is injective it follows that # 01 is injective and thus V&x) = 0. 
By (4.1.5,a) and (4.1.6,d) 
This proves (b). 
We recall that for a cocommutative connected coalgebra C, P(C) is defined 
to be {c E C 1 d(c) = c @g .+ g @ c} where g is the unique grouplike 
element of C. We have P(C) C C, and in fact 
Cl = P(C) @ kg. 
For B(U), P(B(U)) = B(U)(l) = U, [4, p. 2611. If C is a subcoalgebra of 
B(U) then P(C) C P(B( U)) = U. 
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4.2.3. LEMMA. As above suppose X is a basis fw U. Let C be a pseudo- 
subbialgebra of B( U) where P(C) = U. Let c E C,, and write 
C = C XiU(f,) + d 
i 
where ifi j = n fm each i and dEB(U),-l. Given any XEX there U an 
element 
E = C Aif&) qfi) + e E C, 
i 
where e 65 B(U),, . Moreover if the characteristic of k is p > 0 eoe may also 
assame that c” sat&jes Y(Z) = 0. 
Proof. Let a* E B(U)* be defined by (a*, UQ) = 0 if f # 6, and 
(a*, uB,) = I. Thus (a*, 1) = 0 and a* E 4 = Il. Recall 
Q*)c = 1 w(a*, cd E C. 
(CJ 
By (3.2.2,~) L(a*)d E B(U),-, . By the explicit form of the diagonalization of 
uu,) we have 
I ulfS--&) J%“) %f$ = {() 
if x E Supp( fi) 
if x & Supp( fi). 
ThusL(a*)c = xi A;&,+ + de C,+r , where hi = hi iffi(.$ > 0, Ai’ = 0 
if fi(x) = 0 and do B( T-J),, . Since P(C) = U we have that x E C. By 
(4.2.2,a) there is Z E C(n-l)ll with 
(L(a*)c)x - c” E B(U),-, . 
By the explicit form of the multiplication in B(U) we see that if fi(x) > 0 
then u(~~-~Ju~~ = fi(x) ue<) and thus 
where dx E B( U&+ . Th us c” is of the desired form. Moreover, by (4.2.2,b) if 
the characteristic of k isp > 0 we may aSsume that F(Z) = 0 since V(X) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
4.2.4. LEMMA. Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0 and C is a pseudo- 
subbialgebra of B( U) with P(C) = U. Suppose c E C, and 
c = c h,uclS I- d 
i 
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Proof. We give a procedure for eliminating the Xiu(,$, where P-Y fi . 
Suppose p f fi then for some x E X, fi(.$ + 0 (mod p). Thus by (4.2.3) there 
is an element 
with e E B(G),-, and Y”(E) = 0. Consider c - Z/fi(x) E C, . This is equal to 
C At1 -~(~)~tx)) w,t -1 td - e~f~t~~~ 
ifl 
where d - e~f*(x~ E B(U),-I . F or i wherep / fi we have that fj:i(x} z 0 modp 
and so the coefficient hp( 1 - f~(~~~f~( x )) is simply equal to A6 . Since V(c”> = 0 
we have that Y’(c - cuff) = V(c). Thus by iteration we are done. 
4.25. LEMMA. Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0, C is a psewdo- 
sub-hiaigebra of B(U), P(C) = U and c E (C, G& k*jf’) f~ Y(C). TV&e 
c = ; ue,) 0 Ai + d 
where e E B(U),,-, and F(c) = c. 
Proof. Choose c E C where Y’(Z) = c and c E C, with r minimal. Write 
8 = c Yj%j) + x 
where j g, i - r for each j and z E B(U),, . By (4.2.4) we may assume that 
for each j, gj = phj. By the m~nimality of Y we may assume that yj f 0 
for each j. Note that ! gj [ = r and gj = ph, implies that r = ps where 
s = j kj [ for each j. By (4.2.1 ,c) 
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We claim that V(z) E B(U),-, Ok kl/P. From (4.2.1,~) it follows that 
9’(23( U)(t)) = 0 if p f t and V(B( C’))(t) C B( U)(r/p) Ok k*lP if p 1 t. Thus 
WVOt) C @QI~I Ok kllp where [~/PI d enotes the greatest integer not 
exceeding t/p. Thus if Y = ps, [r - l/p] = s - 1 and we have that 
Y(z) E B(U),-, @k g/p. 
By the equality of c and Y(E) we have that n = s and (possibly after 
reordering) /z~ = f, and yi 1’p = hj for eachj. This completes the lemma. 
4.2.6. THEOREM. Suppose C is a pseudosub-bialgebra of B(U) with 
P(C) = u. 
(a) If the characteristic of k is zero then C = B(U). 
(b) If the characteristic of k is p > 0 then C = B(U) ;f and only ;f 
Y : C --, C Ok kllp is surjective. 
Proof. We first show that if the characteristic is zero or greater than zero 
and 9” is surjective then C = B(U). We proceed by induction showing that 
C, = B(U), . Since C # 0 we have that C,, # 0 so that C,, = k = B(U), . 
Since P(C) = U we have that 
and C, = B(U), . Suppose by induction that C,-, = B(U),-, for some 
n> 2. 
It suf3ke.s to show that for f E IV’) where 1 f ] = n then UQ) E C. This is 
true by the form of the basis of B(U). Suppose f E IV’) and Supp(f) has 
more than one element. Then 
for some r > 1 wherex ni = n and 0 < ni < n for each i. By the induction 
u(,,~~,J E C for each i. By (4.2.2,a) there is e E C,, with 
I 
e -- %,~zl~~(n26zn) -*. %+Q E B(U),-, . 
Since UC,) = ni u(,,~~J and B(U),-, = C,+, we have that U’(I) E C. 
Thus we may assume ug E C whenever ] f  1 < n or 1 f  1 = n and Supp(f) 
has more than one element. It remains to show that for each x E X, u(~,Q E C. 
Case I. The characteristic is zero or p > 0 and p rn. In this 
case U(Q and u[(,-~)~,J lie in C and by (4.2.2,a) there is e E C, with 
e - ~l(~,)u((~-~)~,) EB(U),-, . Since U(QU((,-~)Q = nu(,,~ , n is not a zero 
coefficrent and B(U),-, = C,-, it follows that U(,Q E C, and we are done. 
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Case II. The characteristic is p > 0 and 71 = pm. In this case since 
II > 2 we have that m > 1. By the induction for any x E X, u(,,,z) E C,,, . 
By (4.2.5) and the assumption that P- is surjective there is an element E E C, 
where V(c) = u(,,J @ 1 and 
with e E B( C&-r . Since B(U),-, == C,-, and pm = n we have that zqn8~ E C 
and we are done. 
Conversely we must show that if the characteristic is p > 0 and C = B(U) 
then ?cr is surjective. This is obvious because if 
then V(y) = x. Q.E.D. 
4.2.7. COROLLARY. Suppose H is a cocommutative connected bialgebra. Let 
u = P(H). 
(a) Zf the characteristic of k is zero then H _E B(U) as a coalgebra. 
(b) Zf the characteristic of k is p > 0 then H z B(U) as a coalgebra if 
and only if Vu : I-I -+ H Ok kllp is surjective. 
Proof. By [4, (12.1. l)] there is an injective coalgebra map # : if -+ B(U) 
where 4 1 P(H) : P(H) -+ U is a linear isomorphism. Thus C = Im I/J is a 
pseudosub-bialgebra of B(U) and P(C) ‘= #(P(H)) - U. 
If the characteristic of k is zero then C = B(U) by the theorem and we have 
proved (a). 
By (4.1.5,a) the V map of C is surjective if the F map of N is surjective. 
Thus by the theorem C = B(U) if the -Y- map of H is surjective. If H g B(U) 
as a coalgebra then the V map of H is surjective since the Y map of B(U) is 
surjective. Q.E.D. 
4.2.8. COROLLARY. Suppose the characteristic of k is p :> 0 and H is a 
cocommutative connected bialgebra over k. The following are equivalent: 
(i) H z B(U) as a coalgebra. 
(ii) H Ok k*lP s B(U) @k kllp = BkljP( U Ok kl;p) as u coalgebra. 
(iii) HomkrIp(H Ok kllp, kl/p) is a domain. 
ek-me!!~.~ H 
omkr,p(H Ok klIp, kllp) is reduced, i.e., zero is the only nilpotent 
Proof. By Bkl,,,(U ok kllp) we mean the “B” bialgebra over k119 of the 
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F/p vector space U Or kl/p. The natural equality of B(U) ok kl/p and 
B,, ,y( U arc k’ln) f o 11 ows from the description of B( U) in terms of a basis of U. 
Clearly (i) implies (ii) and (iii) implies (iv). By [4, p. 2781 (ii) implies (iii). 
Thus it remains to show that (iv) implies (i). 
Suppose the map V : H + H Or klJp is not surjective. Since 9’” is 
I/p-linear its image is a k*lp subspace of II Ok kl+‘. Thus we can choose 
0 f f E HomklIp(H ok kll”, k*lp) w h ere Im V C Kerf. Then for any /I E H 
fP(h) = qf(V(h))) = 0. 
Since H spans H ok kllp we have that f” = 0 and Homrl,p(H ok kllp, klIp) 
is not reduced. This implies that 9’- is surjective and by (4.2.7) we have that 
H E B(U) as a coalgebra. Q.E.D. 
Divided Powers 
4.2.9. LEMMA. Let C and D be coalgebras with (bi}, {ci} C C and (di} C D 
n-sequemes of divided powers, where 0 < n E Z or n = 03. 
(a) In the tensor product coalgebra C @I D if for 0 < t < n 
et = i Ci @ dt-i 
i=O 
then {e,} is an n-sequence of divded powers. 
(b) If F : C --f D is a coalgebra map then {F(bi)} C D is an n-sequence of 
divided pozmrs. 
(c) IfhEkandforO < t <n 
ft = Wtl 
then ( fi} C C is an n-sequence of divided powers. 
(d) If C is a bialgebra and fw 0 < t < n 
t 
a, = C bici-i 
i=O 
then {ai} C C is an n-sequence of divided powers. 
Proof. (a), (h) and ( ) c are easily verified by calculation. (d) In the coalgebra 
C @ C if for 0 < t < a, e, -7 C:xo bi @ Ct-i then (et} C C @ C is an n- 
sequence of divided powers by (a). The product map p : C @ C-+ C is a 
coalgebra map and p(e,) = at so that {aJ is an n-sequence of divided powers 
by @I. Q.E.D. 
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If t-1 is a cocommutative connected bialgebra and {hi) C H is an n-sequence 
of divided powers then ha is a group-like element so that ho = 1. Thus 
h, E P(H). The n-sequence of divided powers (Iti} is said to lie over hr . 
By parts (d) and (c) of (4.2.9) we set that an n-sequence of divided powers lies 
over each element of P(H) if and only if an n-sequence of divided powers lies 
over each element in a basis for P(H). A cocommutative connected bialgebra H 
is popularly called a Birkhoff-Witt bialgebra if an co-sequence of divided 
powers lies over each element of P(H). 
B(U) is a Birkhoff-Witt bialgebra since {Q ,) is an a-sequence of divided 
powers which lies over x for each x in a basii for U. If the characteristic is 
zero then any cocommutative connected bialgebra H is Birkhoff-Witt since 
given h E P(H) the collection {P/i!j is an oc-sequence of divided powers lying 
over h. 
Suppose li is a Birkhoff-Witt &algebra. Let U z P(H) and let X be a basis 
for U. For each x E X let {/z,~} be an cc-sequence of divided powers lying 
over x, so that h,” = 1 and hiZ x x. Totally order X and for each f~ Wrj 
let h(t) be the ordered product 
n h,“(z) . 
REX 
Sincef has finite support almost all productands are 1 and h(f) makes sense. 
By [5, Theorem 3, p. 5211 {h(t) E H , f E Wx)} is a basis for H. Thus the linear 
map B(U) --f I-I, uo) --t h(f) for f E N lx) is a linear isomorphism. It is a simple 
verification that this is a coalgebra map so that we have: 
4.2.10. PROPOSITION. A cocommutative connected Hopf algebra H is 
Birkhoff-Witt if and only if H z B( Ci) as a coalgebra. 
4.3 A&e IIopf Akebras 
4.3.1. PKOPOSITIOK Suppose that A is a commutative algebra over k of 
characteristic p > 0. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. A &L is reduced for every reduced k algebra L. 
2. A @,, kllr is reduced. 
3. If  (a,] CA is any linearly independent set then {a,p} is a linearly 
independent set. 
4. There is a basis {a,} for A where {a,p} is a linearly independent set. 
Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2) and (3) implies (4). 
Suppose {a,} C A is a linearly independent set where {a,P} is not linearly 
independent. Write a non-trivial dependence relation 0 = X,azI -+ *.* + X,az 
with {Xi} C k. By the independence of {a,) the element C aRi @hi/p is a” 
non-zero nilpotent element of A & kl/p. Thus (2) implies (3). 
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Let {alI} be a basis for A as in (4). For C aai @Ai = x E A &L the pth 
power is C a,pi @ hip. Since {a,p} is linearly independent .@ cannot be zero 
unless each hip is zero. Since L is reduced this implies that each hi = 0 and 
x = 0. Clearly A &L having no non-zero pth power nilpotent elements 
implies that A Ok L is reduced. Thus (4) implies (1). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. If A is a commutative R algebra then A is called absolutely 
reduced if A Ok K is reduced. 
Certainly A is reduced if it is absolutely reduced, and by (4.3.1) if the 
characteristic of k is p > 0 then A is absolutely reduced if A or kllp is 
reduced. 
4.3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is a finitely generated commutative 
algebra where the characteristic of k is p > 0 and A is absolutely reduced. 
Let A0 be the coalgebra dual to A as described in Section 1.3. (A0 is cocommutative 
because A is commutative.) Then 7” : A0 + A’J Ok kllp is surjective. 
Proof. Since A Ok klly is reduced the 9 map is injective. The image of 
the 9 map is kA(P) Ok k C A at k*lp, where kA(“) is the k-subalgebra of A 
generated by A(p). Thus 
F : A & k’l” --+ kA’p’ 
a @A+XPaP 
is a bijective p-linear map. 
There is a natural inclusion of A0 C A* and so there is a natural inclusion 
A0 0, kllp C Horn&A 0, kllp, kl:p). 
Under this inclusion 
A0 Ok kllp C (A Ok kllp)O 
where the “0” on (A & kllp) is with respect to the field kllp. This is true 
because if {fi} C A’J and for each i, Jt is a cofinite ideal of A with Ji C Ker fi , 
then J = n Ji is a cofinite ideal in A with JC Kerf, for each i. The ideal 
J Ok kllp of A (5J1; klIp is cofinite and lies in the kernel of C fi @ hi where 
(Ai} C kl/P. 
Suppose d E A0 or, klIP. We define a map e : kA(p) + k as the composite 
kA’P’ F-’ A ok k’lp --% k’lp -% k. 
Since F is p-linear, F-l is l/p-linear. d is linear and g is p-linear. Thus e is 
linear. Since d E A0 Ok kllp there is a cofinite (with respect to the field kllp) 
ideal J C A aa kllp with J C Ker d. Since F is ap-linear algebra isomorphism 
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from A or kllp to kA(“) it follows that F(J) is a cofinite (with respect to the 
field k) ideal of kA(“). Clearly F(J) C Ker e. Thus e E (kA(p))O, the “0” with 
respect to k. 
The inclusion kA(p) c-% A induces A0 -% (kA(p))“. Since A is a finitely 
generated algebra so is AA(P). Thus kA[p) is noetherian. A is integral over 
kA’“j since any element a E A satisfies XP - a”. Since A is a finitely generated 
algebra it is a finitely generated kA (P)-module [6, p. 2541. Then by (1.3.10) 
the coalgebra map io is surjective. Choose f~ A0 where i”(f) == e. We will 
now show that Y’(f) = d. The map I,!J : A Ok kllp--+ Hom,I,dAO & kl/p, klip) 
is defined by 
#(a 0 rw c3 4 ks $W, a> 
where a @ y  E A Ok kl/p and aa @ X E A0 aB kl/p. The map # is an algebra 
map. Considering A as A ale k C A @I, kllp it is not difficult to show that 
#(A) is a dense subset of Hom,l,,(Ao Ok k’/*, kllp) in the sense of (4.1.7,b). 
For any a c- A 
$(a)“(f) = f(aP) = e(ap) = .F d(u) = 9($(a)(d)). 
Thus by (4.1.7,b), V(f) = d. Q.E.D. 
Recall gEn(A) = (&P+l)- C A* where A is a commutative algebra and 
E: A --+ k is an algebra map with kernel -I, (2.3.1). .9@(A) denotes 
u 9cVa(A) C A”. By (2.4.2) ~J~(A) is a sub-bialgebra of A0 if A is a commu- 
tative bialgebra with augmentation E and Ker E = J% is a finitely generated 
ideal. By (3.5.9,a), 9<(A) is the connected component of k in Ao. 
9:,n(A) is a finite dimensional subcoalgebra of Ao; the dual algebra to 
gen(A) is A/ML+l. Thus as algebras 
.9,(A)* = Horn, (t./ ~t,YAh k) 
= b- Hom,(Scn(A), k) 
_ lim A/i&n-i1 I= A - , 
where by A we mean the completion of A in the .A-adic topology. 
4.3.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is a commutative bialgebra where 
.M = Ker l is a finitely generated ideal. Then A  ^ G k[[X, ,..., X,]] as algebras 
if and only if 9<(A) s B(V) as coalgebras where U is an n-dimensional space. 
Proof. If 52,(A) g B(U) as a coalgebra then A = gn,(A)* E B(U)* as an 
algebra and B(U)* is a power series ring in the same number of variables as 
the dimension of U, [4, p. 2781. 
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Conversely if 9,(A)* = A c k[[X, ,..., X,]] as an algebra then B6(A)* 
is noetherian and so by [2], the natural coalgebra map 9,(A)+ B<(A)*O 
is surjective. Therefore one has gE(A) = A0 which is isomorphic to 
WXl ,***, -ql” as a coalgebra. If U is an n-dimensional vector space then 
B(U)X z k[[X, ,..., X,]] as an algebra [4, p. 2781 so by the same reasoning 
as above B(U) z K[[X, ,..., X,]l” as a coalgebra. Thus 9<(A) z B(U) as 
a coalgebra. QED. 
Suppose that A is a commutative bialgebra where & = Ker E is a finitely 
generated ideal. Let L be a field extension of k. The L bialgebra A OK L has 
augmentation E @ I and finitely generated augmentation ideal k! Ok L. Thus 
we have 33 ,&,4 an: L) the connected component of L in (A Ok L)O, the “0” 
with respect to the field L. 
4.3.4. PROPOSITION. (a) Zf A is a commutative bialgebra where Jl = Ker E 
is a$nitely generated ideal and I, is a field extension of k then 53,&A Ok L) c 
9JA) Ok L as bialgebras. 
(b) If A is a finitely generated commutative Hopf algebra where 
S?,(A) g B(C) as a coalgebra then A OS L is a reduced L algebra for any jield 
extension I, of k. 
Proof. We have the map r : 9<(A) ok L -+ HomL(A Ok L, L) where for 
x @ h E 9<(A) Ok L, a @ y E A $&L (~(x 8 h), a @ r) = Xy(w, a). Clearly 
r is an injective algebra map. For z E QJA) Ok L, z actually lies in 
gC”(A) Ok L for some n. Then Ker T(Z) 3 ./P+l ok L = (&’ ok L)n-l and so 
T(Z) E 9&,(A ok L). Considering 7 as a map T : Q,,(A) $&L -+ zS~&A @,L) 
it is clearly an injective bialgebra map. 7 1 (.9,“(A) @,L) has the factoring 
g6”(A) Ok L -% Hom,(A#!* I-l, K) Ok L 
& Hom,(A/&‘“+r, L ) 2 Hom,((Aj&+l) Ok L, L) 
-% Hom,((A ok L)/(JZ”+’ gE L), L) 
-% Hom,((A 0, L)/(& 0, L)“+l, L) -% g&CA 0, L), 
so is an isomorphism. (The second map is an isomorphism because A/&?“+1 
is finite dimensional over k.) Thus T is an isomorphism. 
(b) If L is the algebraic closure of L then it suffices to prove that A Ok L 
is reduced since A @,J? 3 A Or L. Thus we may assume that L is algebrai- 
cally closed. 
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Clearly A @,L is a finitely generated commutative Hopf algebra over L. 
Part (a) of the proposition gives the first isomorphism in the chain of coa&&ra 
isomorphisms: 
Thus A or L satisfies the same hypotheses over L as A does over k. Thus it 
suffices to prove that A is reduced assuming that K is algebraically closed. 
By (1.3.7) A is proper algebra and the natural algebra map p : A -+ A”*, 
(p(a), a0) G (a”, a) is injective. Thus it suffices to prove that A”* is rcduecd. 
By (359,c) and (3.1.1,b) we have that as coalgebras 
Thus as algebras 
A”* .sx n B(U)* 
UEGL~‘? 
which is the product of domains by [4, p. 2781 and certainly is reduced. This 
completes the proposition. 
4.3.5. LEMMA. Suppose that A is a commutatil;e algebra u&h augmentation 
E : A ---f k and ,N = Ker E is a finitely generated ideal. Then the dimension of 
P(Q<(A)) is finite. 
Proof. By (3.4.2), gC(A) is connected so that P(g,(A)) makes sense. By 
[4, (lO.O.l)], SE(A), = ke 0 P(.G@,(A)). By (3.4.2) the coradical filtration on 
gC(A) corresponds to the A-adic filtration, so that gC(A), == (X‘)-‘. By 
(1.3.9), A2 is cofinite in A; hence g,,(A), and P(g<(A)) are finite dimensional. 
Q.E.D. 
4.3.6. THEOREM. Suppose that A is a finitely generated commutative 
bialgebra. 
(a) If the characteristic of k is zero then 
(i) A* is a power series ring over k, 
(ii) gE(A) is a BirkhofJ-Witt biulgebra, 
(iii) C@‘,(A) z B( CT) as coalgebras for jinite dimemionul U, 
(iv) if A has an antipode then A Ok L is reduced for any field extension L 
of k. 
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(b) If the characteristic of k is p > 0 then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is a pozuer-series ring over k, 
(ii) B,(A) is a Birkhofl- Witt bialgebra, 
(iii) B,(A) g B(U) as coalgebras for finite dimensional U, 
(iv) V : B,(A) -+ g<(A) ox: klly is surjective, 
(v) Am is a power series ring over kllp, 
(vi) A= r/P is reduced. 
Conditions (i)-(vi) are implied by A being absolutely reduced and if A has an 
antipode then conditions (i)-(vi) imply that A is absolutely reduced. 
Proof. By (4.3.5.) the U in part (iii) of both (a) and (b) must be finite 
dimensional. By (4.3.3.) (i) is equivalent to (iii) and by (4.2.10) (ii) is equiv- 
alent to (iii), in both parts (a) and (b). 
By (4.2.7,a) (a,(iii)) holds. By (4.3.4.), (a,(iv)) holds. This proves (a). 
(b) By (4.3.4.), .F?ZE,,(A or, kllp) s Q,(A) By kllp as bialgebras and so 
A 0, kllp = HomkIIY(9&A ok klip), kljp) g Hom,,,,(9E(A) 0, kllp, kl/p) d 
as algebras. Thus (vi) implies (iii) by (4.28). Clearly (v) implies (vi). If (iii) 
holds then as algebras 
A 0, kll* s- HomkI,,(~d(A) 0, klip, klip) 
g Hoq,,,(B( C’) @, kl!p, kl!p) E HomKII,(BkIIg( U 0, kl/p), kllp) 
which is a power series ring by [4, p. 2781. Thus (iii) implies (v). By (4.2.7) (iii) 
is equivalent to (iv). Thus (i)-(vi) are equivalent. 
Suppose that A is absolutely reduced. By (4.3.2), V : A0 --f A0 Ok kljp is 
surjective. Since A’J is cocommutative we can write it as the direct sum of its 
irreducible components 
by (3.1.2,~). Since .SJA) is the connected component of k, we can 
collect the other components and write A’J = S@JA) @ C. By (4.1.5,c), 
Y40 = %2&s) ” 9 Yo . Since -/rAO is surjective we have that Y9.(A) is surjective. 
Then by (4.2.7,b), BE(A) z B(V) as a coalgebra. We have already observed 
that U must be finite dimensional. Thus condition (iii) and the other equiv- 
alent conditions are satisfied. 
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If A has an antipode then by (4.3.4,b) condition (iii) implies that A is 
absolutely reduced. Q.E.D. 
When the characteristic of k is p > 0 but k is perfect, k = F/p. By (4.3.1) 
A is reduced if and only if it is absolutely reduced. Also the “Sk /G/D” 
disappears in conditions (iv)-(vi) part (b). 
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